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THE PERSON WITH THE GREATEST CONFIDENCE LEADS. T or F?



F
THE PERSON WITH THE GREATEST CERTAINTY LEADS

Certainty and confidence are not the same:
The person with the greatest certainty of these four questions leads.

Where do we as a team come from?
Where is our group going?

Why are we as a group here?
Who are we as a community?

THE PERSON WITH THE GREATEST CONFIDENCE LEADS. T or F?





THE SIZE OF YOUR VISION DETERMINES THE SIZE OF YOUR CAREER? 
T or F?



T
“The size of your vision determines the size of your life and the size of your 

vision is determined by the size of your ego. Your ego either works to diminish 
you or expand you. Your mind is either your best friend or worst enemy 

depending on how you train it. Beware of mediocrity which means both. But a 
big ego comes with some heavy cost that needs heavy artillery to keep in 

check. Beware of comparison to others as a measure of your life. Use honest 
self-evaluation, realistic time expectations and good skills  building for 

communication that inspires others to follow your vision (story). Vis a Vis 
Branson.

THE SIZE OF YOUR VISION DETERMINES THE SIZE OF YOUR CAREER? 
T or F?





WHICH IS BETTER MOTIVATION OR INSPIRATION?



BOTH HAVE EQUAL BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS: Answer Both
When people operate in the zone of GOT TO all the way up to NEED TO on the 
consciousness cone, they require motivation to stimulate action. Above Need to 
there is a possibility of INSPIRATION. Inspiration is cheaper, faster and easier 
than Motivation but the people who can be inspired are more expensive than 
their motivation counterparts. Both will get the job done and in some cultures, 

inspiration is way too big a jump for the current community. 
INSPIRATION

When the Inner Voice Speaks Louder than the Outer Voices.
MOTIVATION

When the outer voices (emotion and opinion) speaks louder than the Inner 
Voice.

WHICH IS BETTER MOTIVATION OR INSPIRATION?





INNERWEALTH ELIMINATES INCOMPETENCE. T or F



F
Innerwealth helps you evolve into incompetence and then out of it then back 
into it. We grow at the border of chaos and order. Chaos is incompetence, 

overload and stress. The more we evolve, the more incompetence we 
experience but, the faster we evolve the less time we spend being incompetent. 
Coaching is the process of moving through incompetence (chaos) faster, super 

fast before it contaminates others or sets a fire in motion that can’t be 
extinguished. Hence, innerwealth brings you through chaos faster to more order 

and then more order to chaos (incompetence) and then through that faster. 
Each time you cross the border between chaos and order you evolve, grow and 
experience a moment of absolute oneness, inspiration and love. More evolve, 

more love, greater presence.

INNERWEALTH ELIMINATES INCOMPETENCE. T or F





THE BACK ON TRACK IS A TOOL FOR CAMPING TRIPS. T or F?



F
Innerwealth evolves you, however, too many people see growth in a fragmented 

way and solve problems, focus on one aspect of their life while creating 
problems in another. As one area grows, another shrinks. As one problem is 
solved another is created. Back on Track approaches people’s growth as a 
TOTAL HUMAN BEING…  creating balance in all seven areas of life while 

evolving the total person with each opportunity. The seven steps of Back on 
Track can even be done daily to improve the personal growth and prevent 

rather than cure problems. 

THE BACK ON TRACK IS A TOOL FOR CAMPING TRIPS. T or F?





GRATITUDE IS THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT EMOTION 

FOR INNERWEALTH HEALTH. T or F



T
It has been proven in an untold number of studies (Harvard not just hippie ones)  

that gratitude and the immune system are intrinsically connected. Even a 
placebo that causes thankfulness has been clearly shown to cause healing and 

health. Grateful meditation and prayer is another placebo that engages the 
heart in gratitude and can, if truly believed, cause miraculous changes in health. 

Gratitude is the magic healer, directly linked to the immune system.  What we 
appreciate grows, what we do not appreciate depreciates. What you think about 
and thank about you bring about. The body is Nature’s Bible - gratitude is a god.

GRATITUDE IS THE SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT EMOTION 

FOR INNERWEALTH HEALTH. T or F





IN INNERWEALTH WE SHOW THAT
 “YOUR BODY IS A MIRROR OF YOUR MIND.” T or F?



T
Fear is held in the kidneys
Anger is stored in the liver

Tension is stored in muscles
Uncertainty attacks the nervous system

Mental health is improved through physical health
People become as they treat themselves

Nobody beats us up more than we beat ourselves up
Every disease has its root in the mind

You burn more calories sitting for 2 hours than running 20 minutes

IN INNERWEALTH WE SHOW THAT
 “YOUR BODY IS A MIRROR OF YOUR MIND.” T or F?





WORK LIFE BALANCE DESTROYS HEALTH: T or F



T
Sitting all day, then running for 20 minutes at the end of the day to balance the 
day is an antiquated view of health. Health requires movement. Sitting for 3-4 

hours requires balance. Going for mid morning walks, runs, rides, bowling, 
rowing, swimming is good for health and thinking. Work work balance, Life life 

balance. 
A BALANCED PERSON IS BALANCED IN EACH AREA OF LIFE.

WORK LIFE BALANCE DESTROYS HEALTH: T or F





AT INNERWEALTH WE PROVE THAT 

PEOPLE BECOME AS YOU TREAT THEM. T or F?



T
A person does not have to be treated as an outcast, a second class citizen, an 

unworthy person for very long before they begin to permanently believe it is 
true. We clearly see this with children but fail to witness it in communities. 

Every Human Has Every Trait.
TREAT PEOPLE AS YOU WISH THEM TO BECOME….

AT INNERWEALTH WE PROVE THAT 

PEOPLE BECOME AS YOU TREAT THEM. T or F?





CHRIS WALKER TEACHES 

“TO WANT TO CHANGE PEOPLE IS A VERY GOOD THING” T or F?



F
The most narcissistic thing we can do is to try to change others.

The most altruistic (loving) thing we can do is to change our point of view

“WHAT WE JUDGE IN OTHERS WE JUDGE IN OURSELVES.”
everyone has every trait

CHRIS WALKER TEACHES 

“TO WANT TO CHANGE PEOPLE IS A VERY GOOD THING” T or F?





THE EMOTIONAL SHOWER HELPS YOU 
MAKE A STRONG STAND FOR OR AGAINST A SOCIAL ISSUE. T or F?



F
To make a stand on a social issue forms a vital part of our ego identity. But we 
are really just forming a part of an already balanced equation. iMaking a stand 

on social issues feels good. We often identify with a victim or perceived solution 
that is reflective of our own wounds. We might be against a government on a 
social issue because it appears that people are being bullied just like we were 

as kids, or not heard. We might make a stand against injustice because we feel 
we were treated with injustice. These stands seek like minds and groups form. 

communities gather to validate each other. They are people of common mindset 
on an issue but more importantly, with common wounds. Heal the wound, don’t 

become part of a political polarity, it’ll just distract you.

THE EMOTIONAL SHOWER HELPS YOU 
MAKE A STRONG STAND FOR OR AGAINST A SOCIAL ISSUE. T or F?





IN INNERWEALTH VIP VISION QUEST IS IT IMPORTANT TO HAVE A 
SOCIAL COMPONENT IN YOUR VISION? Y or N



Y
A balanced person is balanced in all seven areas of life…Hence, if we do not 

have a social component in our vision we become imbalanced and will not know 
it until that aspect of our life goes to pain or hurt.

“THE GREATEST HAPPINESS IS THAT WHICH YOU GIVE OTHERS”
Seven areas of life - Seven Goals for Life - Seven  Daily Habits

IN INNERWEALTH VIP VISION QUEST IS IT IMPORTANT TO HAVE A 
SOCIAL COMPONENT IN YOUR VISION? Y or N





IF YOU CAN’T MANAGE YOUR …. YOU CAN’T MANAGE YOUR MONEY



EMOTIONS
If you can’t manage your emotions 
You cannot manage your money….

Warren Buffet
ALL EMOTIONS ARE LOPSIDED THOUGHTS

AND
IN THE ENTIRE UNIVERSE THERE CAN BE NOTHING OUT OF BALANCE

NATURE SEEKS BALANCE IN ALL THINGS
EMOTIONS ARE THEREFORE TEMPORARY ILLUSIONS

IF YOU CAN’T MANAGE YOUR …. YOU CAN’T MANAGE YOUR MONEY





HOW WILL YOU KNOW WHEN 

IS THE BEST TIME TO INVEST IN GOOD SHARES?



IT WILL ALWAYS BE YESTERDAY

HOW WILL YOU KNOW WHEN 

IS THE BEST TIME TO INVEST IN GOOD SHARES?





THE RULE OF 72 IN COMPOUND INTEREST IS A GREAT WAY TO PREDICT 
HOW LONG IT TAKES TO DOUBLE YOUR MONEY.  T or F?



T 
The rule says that to find the number of years required to double your money at 
a given interest rate, you just divide the interest rate into 72. For example, if you 

want to know how long it will take to double your money at eight percent 
interest, divide 8 into 72 and get 9 years.

THE RULE OF 72 IN COMPOUND INTEREST IS A GREAT WAY TO PREDICT 
HOW LONG IT TAKES TO DOUBLE YOUR MONEY.  T or F?





MONEY IS SPIRITUAL CURRENCY? T or F



T
The peak savings plan places a person in a love to position in their spiritual 

mindset and therefore is absolutely spiritual - love being everything.

Love to - 3 months
Choose to - 3 months
Desire to - 3 months
Want to - 3 months
Need to - 3 months

Should do - 3 months
Got to - have to - 3 months

MONEY IS SPIRITUAL CURRENCY? T or F





THE PURPOSE OF A RELATIONSHIP IS HAPPINESS? T or F



F
The purpose of a relationship is not happiness. Just ask anyone who has been 
in one or is in one. The purpose of a relationship is to support and challenge us. 
We grow in love at the border of support and challenge but many people prefer 
to not challenge their partner in order to maintain a relationship but this always 

leads to divorce. Too much support is boring. Too much challenge is 
overwhelming. Love occurs at the border of support and challenge. 

Universal Law #2.

THE PURPOSE OF A RELATIONSHIP IS HAPPINESS? T or F





IN A RELATIONSHIP IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE THE SAME DREAMS AND 
VALUES? T or F?



If two people are the same one of them is not necessary
Be You.

Pythagorus, measured the closest proximity of any two energetic objects and 
came up with the mathematics of love. The Vesica piscis is the greatest 
reflection of truth in love. It shows that 66.666% of your life needs to be 

independent from your partner while 33.3333% needs to be interdependent. 
The worst is Co-dependent more than 33.333% of you life interdependent on 
your partner will smother them and they will run, have affairs or hide at work.
A VIP Vision quest is the greatest aid of a happy long term sustainable loving 

relationship. And, the Back on Track is the most important for staying committed 
to that vision.

IN A RELATIONSHIP IT IS IMPORTANT TO HAVE THE SAME DREAMS AND 
VALUES? T or F?





IS THE STATEMENT “YOUR STRESS IS NOT MY STRESS” AN 
INNERWEALTH TEACHING IN RELATIONSHIPS? Y or N



Y
Two stressed people do not make one unstressed one. Two people stressing 

over a problem doesn’t solve it. The wisdom here is that you can’t help 
someone at the level of the problem they are in, and if you are stressed 

(emotionally engaged) in someone else’s problem then in reality you are as 
much a part of their problem as they are. We are often guilty when we don’t get 
upset when our partner is upset but this not being upset is an important step for 

them in identifying their solution. Not being upset, stressed or worried about 
someone’s stress is actually called COMPASSION. It’s respecting someone 

else’s right to be “in chaos” without fixing it.

IS THE STATEMENT “YOUR STRESS IS NOT MY STRESS” AN 
INNERWEALTH TEACHING IN RELATIONSHIPS? Y or N





INNERWEALTH TEACHING- WHAT YOU JUDGE IN YOUR PARENTS YOU 
BREED IN YOUR CHILDREN, ATTRACT IN A PARTNER OR BECOME. T or F?



T
What you judge you breed, attract or become.

The first step in the Innerwealth BACK ON TRACK program is the DISCARD 
where we learn to “UNLEARN” those things we’ve judged in our parents. 

Otherwise we attract those judgements in partners, boss, culture, community, 
children or self. One way or another we bring about what we judged in order to 

reconcile the emotions that prevents us loving those we love, On this, the 
universal laws are relentless and unforgiving.

INNERWEALTH TEACHING- WHAT YOU JUDGE IN YOUR PARENTS YOU 
BREED IN YOUR CHILDREN, ATTRACT IN A PARTNER OR BECOME. T or F?





THE SINGLE GREATEST SKILL YOU CAN LEARN TO GUARANTEE YOUR 
SUCCESS IN ANY WALK OF LIFE IS TURNING UP 110%. T or F



T 
All meditation, all self help, all human development, all business meetings, all 
personal success seminars and all yoga is teaching one single thing: how to 

turn up 110%. The most natural human state, more than any other is TURNING 
UP… this is not a gift or talent, this is an absolutely 100% natural state that 

rather than being a privilege is a pure requirement to do anything that succeeds 
in achieving its end. Three things emerge when you TURN UP 110% - 

1. INNER STILLNESS
2. INSPIRATION (CALL THIS ENTHUSIASM)
3. VISIONARY
You can simply call this “Open Hearted” but know the difference between 
emotion and heart.

THE SINGLE GREATEST SKILL YOU CAN LEARN TO GUARANTEE YOUR 
SUCCESS IN ANY WALK OF LIFE IS TURNING UP 110%. T or F





INNERWEALTH TEACHES MOBILE MEDITATION AND DOES NOT 
RECOMMEND SITTING MEDITATION? T or F



T 
Sense withdrawal is relaxing and calming. This is very healthy. But do not 

mistake sense withdrawal for the benefit of Meditation. Meditating is for making 
the world around us, not ourselves, better. Many people withdraw from the 

world and then complain that the world isn’t as peaceful as their meditation, and 
this makes it harder rather than better to live with them. We teach a process to 

see beauty, order in all chaos, hence, meditation, or the act of seeing the 
beauty and wisdom in life needs no withdrawal and enables action that changes 
the world rather than focus on self. Truly, if you are not perfect already, you will 

have the habit of seeing imperfection no matter how many hours you sit. 
Instead Try Mobile meditation…. It works to help you TURN UP 110%

INNERWEALTH TEACHES MOBILE MEDITATION AND DOES NOT 
RECOMMEND SITTING MEDITATION? T or F





SENSORY GRATIFICATION IS THE HIGHEST AIM IN LIFE. T or F



F 
“Nothing of the senses ever satisfies the soul”

The pursuit of sensory gratification is beautiful. Art, music, food, community, 
song, sexuality and more. And there are many awakened people who rise 

through their art to the extremes of spiritual awakening. However, the pursuit of 
pleasure from art, from sex, from food, from music is not the same thing. If we 
seek pleasure we must also welcome pain and many people end up in drug 

rehab from mistaking pleasure seeking with art doing. Mastery of an art is a soul 
pursuit and seeking of pleasure is a body pursuit. One leads to pain, the other 

to love.

SENSORY GRATIFICATION IS THE HIGHEST AIM IN LIFE. T or F





INNERWEALTH TEACHES TO BE MORE CONSCIOUS BECAUSE IT IS 
MORE FUN TO BE CONSCIOUS. T or F?



T
The bigger the tree the more rings of growth it has. Those are consciousness 

rings. The outer ring has more life than the inner ring. So higher consciousness 
is no better than lower but it experiences more of everything, the outer ring is 

bigger, reaching more atmosphere, more bugs are fed, more birds are 
nourished. The outer ring also experiences more love, more pain, more 

kindness than the inner rings. The outer ring is more conscious. It human terms 
the more conscious we are the more life we live and the more clients, people 
and humanity we experience and care for… Elation, which is the emotional 

excitement about life is only a temporary touch of what consciousness 
permanently brings. The other side of elation is depression.

INNERWEALTH TEACHES TO BE MORE CONSCIOUS BECAUSE IT IS 
MORE FUN TO BE CONSCIOUS. T or F?





IN INNERWEALTH TEACHING DEPRESSION IS ONLY 1% AN ILLNESS AND 
99% of THE TIME AN EMOTIONAL STATE OF CONFUSION… Y or N



Y
There are some rare cases of depression that are biologically inherent in the 
pre existing mental structure of the body but 99% of depression is a confused 

mental state created by an obsession with pleasure. This obsession is faultless 
and when the system fails the depression balances the emotion. This leads to a 
chemical imbalance in the body that is often treated chemically with medication 
or chemically with substance abuse. Depression is often mislabeled as it is a 

normal reaction (disappointment)  when something doesn’t go as planned. The 
cure is often in re imagining the laws that govern life, rather than an appetite for 
pleasure one could transform this into an appetite for love and evolution. This 

changes expectations and re wires a depressive tendency.

IN INNERWEALTH TEACHING DEPRESSION IS ONLY 1% AN ILLNESS AND 
99% of THE TIME AN EMOTIONAL STATE OF CONFUSION… Y or N





NOBODY BEATS YOU UP MORE THAN YOU DO. T or F?



T
Nobody does to you more or less than you do to yourself. Nobody treats you 

better than you treat yourself. Nobody beats you up more than you. When, with 
Innerwealth we move from victim to creator of our life we acknowledge that 

what goes on outside of us, is purely a reflection of what goes on inside of us. 
Hence, when people don’t treat us right, we need to look at what is going on in 
our subconscious mind that would cause it. This makes it easy because you do 
not need to be critical of others, you know, if you leave it alone and not judge, 

they will do a far better job of being critical than you ever could.

NOBODY BEATS YOU UP MORE THAN YOU DO. T or F?





THE THIRD STEP IN BACK ON TRACK DAILY POWER HOUR IS TO 
EVOLVE YOUR ENVIRONMENT. T or F?



T 
WE ARE THE ENVIRONMENT WE CREATE

The fastest way to change our behaviour and mindset is to change our 
environment. So, evolving, organising, cleaning, decluttering and making 

beautiful our environment is a great and master key to life, work and health 
improvement. This environmental change is also the greatest and fastest way to 
change the world around us. Our moods, internal dialogue, the clothing we wear 

and our biophilic connection to nature are absolutely ignored in most human 
development but are, by far, the most powerful and simple ingredients of 

sustained personal mastery, magnetism and spiritual awareness.

THE THIRD STEP IN BACK ON TRACK DAILY POWER HOUR IS TO 
EVOLVE YOUR ENVIRONMENT. T or F?





TO CHANGE A HABIT TAKES 6 WEEKS. T or F



F
Absolute rubbish. 

To change a habit takes nano seconds. To make a new habit automatic and 
embed it permanently depends on the degree to which it’s counter habit is 

embedded and how the contradiction of the habit is linked to purpose. A new 
habit that is linked to life or death outcomes, embeds immediately because the 
consequences of failure are extreme. However, if the habit is breathing deeper, 

and you are not suffering asthma or reminded by pain in your chest that you 
need to breathe deep, it can take 6 months of daily deep breathing to embed 

the new habit. Changing human behaviour is not always easy and if it were we 
would all be behaving in ways that might contradict or even sabotage our future.

TO CHANGE A HABIT TAKES 6 WEEKS. T or F


